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ARTICLE

Humanising Text-to-Speech Through Emotional Expression in Online Courses

Garron Hillaire, Francisco Iniesto and Bart Rienties

This paper outlines an innovative approach to evaluating the emotional content of three online courses using the affective computing approach of prosody detection on two different text-to-speech (TTS) voices in conjunction with human raters judging the emotional content of the text. This work intends to establish the potential variation on the emotional delivery of online educational resources through the use of a synthetic voice, which automatically articulates text into audio. Preliminary results from this pilot research suggest that about one out of every three sentences (35%) in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) contained emotional text and two existing assistive technology voices had poor emotional alignment when reading this text. Synthetic voices were more likely to be overly negative when considering their expression as compared to the emotional content of the text they are reading, which was most frequently neutral. We also analysed a synthetic voice for which we configured the emotional expression to align with course text, which showed promising improvements.
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Introduction

In the field of online education in higher education, there are various challenges for learners on how to make learning material accessible. For example, one of the most frequently mentioned barriers is that learners perceive a lack of resources to participate in various online educational activities (Miles, 2000). In many countries, legal protections ensure considerations for learners with disabilities when providing online education. However, in practice, it has proven challenging to legislate whether online providers are supportive of students with different learning needs. For example, in a recent US Supreme Court case, the language that legally protects learners with disabilities was debated in part because lower courts interpreted the meaning of the law only to protect those learners to the extent of providing access to a learning experience that is better than “trivial” (Totenberg, 2017). Insufficient accessibility consideration for learners with disabilities is also a relevant problem in the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) space. For example, the MOOC provider edX settled a lawsuit out of court with the US Department of Justice over the lack of support for learners with visual and hearing impairment (Duehren, 2015). In other words, although governments provide legislation and guidelines for accessible educational resources, there are concerns about the availability of resources to ensure inclusion and equality (Department for Education, 2017).
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using TTS, there is limited research on how useful these TTS tools are in the emotional delivery of text through synthetic voices in the learning experience. In our initial explorative work (Hillaire, Iniesto and Rienties, 2017), we found that two TTS voices frequently expressed negative emotion, rarely expressed neutral emotion, and that the emotional expression was seldom aligned with the emotion detected in the text by human raters. This study builds on those findings by comparing two TTS voices with a synthetic voice that is configurable in terms of the potential to align emotional expression from synthetic voices with emotion identified in the text. First, we expand on those findings by providing detailed examples of the emotion identified in the text by human raters, and use those examples to discuss the alignment of TTS voices with the human detected emotion. Finally, we present new results of configuring a synthetic voice to express emotion aligned with the emotion identified in the text by human raters.

Designing Accessible MOOCs

The enrolment numbers of learners with disabilities are increasing for those who choose online education institutions for their studies (Slater et al., 2015). The lifelong learning paradigm integrates education, work and personal life in a continuous process and allows learners to access knowledge, competencies and skills, and develop them both personally and through work (Butcher and Rose-Adams, 2015). MOOCs are beneficial given their defining characteristics of openness within a structured learning framework, as well as their low costs of learning. Furthermore, MOOCs allow learners to plan their time at their preferred pace and place, allow opportunities for social learning, and provide a chance to gain new skills and knowledge (Scanlon, McAndrew and O’Shea, 2015).

As learning in many MOOCs is often self-directed, it requires a more significant commitment from a learner to develop and maintain an effective self-regulated learning strategy, with an in-depth research aptitude, reflexive capacity, and a high level of personal autonomy (Littlejohn et al., 2016; Sharples et al., 2012). MOOC design should consider each learner’s abilities, learning goals, where learning takes place, and which specific devices the learner uses. Providing accessible MOOCs could offer the flexibility of learning and benefits to learners, irrespective of any disability. The importance of accessibility to online educational resources is widely acknowledged (Acosta and Luján-Mora, 2016), but often not considered when designing MOOCs (Iniesto et al., 2017a).

Text-to-Speech and Emotional Expression

One way to make MOOC learning materials accessible for learners with visual impairments is to use TTS. As part of the US National Center on Accessing the General Curriculum, research on TTS conducted by CAST.org (Strangman and Hall, 2003) examined 13 studies that used either TTS or tape recordings, highlighting that audio provided a benefit when supporting reading comprehension. In examining both human recordings and computerised voices, this report noted that they could only identify one small-scale study that took a quantitative method to compare the use of synthetic and human voices in learning; in this study (n = 3) in one case a synthetic voice produced the best learning outcomes, and in two cases human recorded voices produced the best learning outcomes. One potential contributing factor to this difference in performance for students between hearing a synthetic voice and hearing a human voice could be the difference in prosodic expression of emotion as it relates to how the student perceives the content.

Indeed, in a study with 60 people, Danion et al. (1995) provided evidence that valence of emotional words (i.e., positive, negative) had higher recall rates, whereas in recognition tasks more neutral words were recognised than negative words. In contrast, for word completion tasks, emotions did not appear to influence performance. Indeed, recent research indicated that TTS using synthetic verse recordings of humans reading text influenced the fundamental learning activity of reading comprehension (Citron et al. 2014).

A review on emotion detection technology found Vokaturi1 to be a state-of-the-art detection of emotion from speech, with an accuracy rate of 66.5% (Garcia-Garcia, Penichet and Lozano, 2017). Vokaturi has been used for research on MOOCs to interpret voices from video lectures for highlighting lecture notes (Che, Yang and Meinel, 2018), indicating this technology is starting to be adopted by the MOOC context. More importantly, we are building on previous findings using Vokaturi (Hillaire et al. 2017) by expanding on work focused on emotional text and TTS.

In this study, the new synthetic voice we are introducing to the analysis is IBM Watson’s2 TTS functionality because it supports Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) that can configure the voice to express text with specific emotional delivery (Pitrelli et al. 2006). With SSML, IBM Watson supports expressing text as good news and expressing text as an apology. We use these two settings to configure text identified as negative by human raters to be read as an apology and text identified as positive to be read as good news. We then investigate the potential to use SSML to improve the alignment between the emotional expression of a synthetic voice with the emotion identified in course text by human raters.

Current research indicates that educational content can be adapted for specific profiles of learners in online learning settings, and in particular in MOOCs (Sein-Echaluce, Fidalgo-Blanco and Garcia-Peñalvo, 2017). This can have benefits not only for how the information is shown to learners but also to provide recommendations for these learners (Iniesto, Rodrigo and Hillaire, 2019). Including how MOOC materials are perceived emotionally when using TTS seems a natural next step in the process of personalisation of the learning experience (Badia, Garcia and Meneses, 2019).

Study Context

Although both the use of TTS and the valence of words have demonstrated effects on word level tasks (such as acquisition and recall), to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that have examined the intersection of
valence and TTS in the context of MOOCs. To start this work, we need to establish some form of an initial baseline. To do this for the emotional expression of course text in MOOCs, we first establish the emotional dimensions of text regarding word choice in the text using human raters, and then examine how that text is interpreted for expression through the accessibility feature of TTS. Both the word selection of what is communicated in the text as well as how those words are spoken become a subjective expression of the object of learning. As indicated in Figure 1, when the speaker of the text is neither the student nor the course designer, then the emotional interpretation of the speaker becomes a third factor in generating an emotional layer on the object of learning. In TTS software, the third factor is the implementation of the software interpreting text and the selection of expressive features that result in the prosody of speech.

When learning materials are delivered through TTS technology, we can identify the objects of learning delivered via the emotional package based on the valence of word selection in the text, as detected through human raters on the emotional content of the text, as well as the prosody of speech produced by TTS software. Therefore, to explore whether TTS “produces” valence (positive/negative) and emotional expression when reading written text out loud, we first had to determine the emotional expression of MOOC text using human raters (RQ1). Then we compared and contrasted the emotional expression of MOOC text with those expressed by TTS (RQ2). Finally, to improve the match between human raters and TTS, we explored how we could improve the configuration of the TTS voices (RQ3). In other words, the three research questions (RQs) for this study are:

- **RQ1**: To what extent does MOOC text contain emotional expression as indicated by two human raters?
- **RQ2**: To what extent does the emotional expression of synthetic voices in TTS align with emotion identified in the text by human raters?
- **RQ3**: To what extent can we configure synthetic voices to express emotion aligned with the emotional content in MOOC text?

**Method**

The sample included three of the leading MOOC providers considered in the list made by Shah (2017) following the criteria of representativeness and worldwide perspective, based on the use of English language and acknowledging an exploratory perspective (Twining, 2010). Table 1 summarises the MOOCs selected to carry out our study, whereby we ensured that we selected three MOOCs from different specialisations (i.e., social sciences, physical science and engineering, and personal development) and from three distinct and commonly used MOOC platforms: FutureLearn, edX and Coursera.

The sample within MOOC web pages was based on Iniesto et al. (2017b) while sampling MOOCs for accessibility evaluations, as indicated in Figure 2:

- **Each course home page**. Including general information related to the course.
- **A discussion page**. These pages were used to allow discussion between learners, such as discussion forums.
- **An educational resource page**. These included activities such as watching a video or reading a text.

We used the screen reader NVDA and CamStudio to record the course interaction (both are open source software).

The three text samples from each MOOC were first pre-processed by the NLTK tokeniser to break each sample into sentences. As the text from the course material was of variable length in terms of the number of sentences in each section (i.e., the home page, the discussion page, and the resource page), when converting the sample into sentences for analysis, we produced a different number of total sentences for each course. The 40 sentences for analysis comprised 13 for FutureLearn; 12 for edX; and 15 for Coursera. Each of the sentences had corresponding audio clips in two synthetic TTS voices. Voice-1 was the male voice whereas Voice-2 was the female one. Also, we generated audio clips using IBM Watson for the same sample to examine the efficacy of a synthetic voice that we configured for emotional expression aligned with emotion detected in the text by human raters.

**Data Analysis**

First, to address RQ1, the text of the 40 sentences was added to an Excel spreadsheet that contained the course, section, sentence number from the section, and sentence text. Two researchers (Author 1, Author 2) rated the positive content of each sentence on a scale from one (no emotion) to five (high positive emotion). The researchers

**Table 1**: Courses selected for the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caring for Older People: A Partnership Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics: Momentum and Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful Negotiation: Essential Strategies and Skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deakin University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FutureLearn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coursera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
coded a sentence between two and four if the sentence contained some positive sentiment. The same approach was used to indicate the amount of negative sentiment. The raters used a coding scheme developed for the social web that has an online six-hour training course. Rater-1 went through the online course and explained the coding scheme to Rater-2. Second, the following ratings were classified as positive, negative, neutral or mixed using a peak method to determine the dominant sentiment. The rating was neutral if both positive and negative were rated as a one. The rating was positive if the positive score was greater than the negative score. The rating was negative if the negative score was greater than the positive score. The rating was mixed if the positive and negative score were both greater than one and equal to each other.

Third, to address RQ2 for each audio clip generated by a synthetic voice, the emotional expression of the audio recordings was detected using Vokaturi. Vokaturi is an open source application programming interface (API) that implemented the mining of prosodic features. Based on those features, this software compared the two databases of recordings of audio, where labels indicated specific emotions expressed. Vokaturi detects prosodic patterns similar to audio from the databases and predicts that the expression was of one of the emotions based on the labels from the databases. The emotions that Vokaturi can detect are “Neutral”, “Happy”, “Sad”, “Angry” and “Fear”. Vokaturi returned a prediction about the percentage likelihood of these five emotions. The predictions came back as values that added up to one, representing the probability of whether a particular emotion was present. We used a peak prediction score to determine the most likely emotional expression in the audio clip by taking the highest probability of each prediction to select a single emotion word that best described the valence of the audio recording. “Happy” predictions were considered positive valence. “Sad”, “Angry” and “Fear” predictions were considered negative valence. “Neutral” predictions were considered neutral.

Finally, to address RQ3, we generated audio clips for the sample MOOC content analysed in using IBM Watson’s TTS technology. IBM Watson’s TTS supported the ability to configure the emotional expression of the synthetic voice using tags that indicated the intended emotional expression. For this study, we generated audio for our sample using the “express-as” feature of IBM Watson that supported generating audio expressed as an apology or expressed as good news. The intent of using these two tags was to find out if we could generate audio with intended emotional expression using TTS technology. We investigated if configuring TTS to express good news resulted in audio that is positive. Additionally, we checked if expressing as an apology would result in audio that is negative. We again used Vokaturi to analyse the audio to generate comparable results with our analysis of TTS. We calculated precision, recall and f-measure for each valence category and macro averaging using Scikit-learn.

Results

RQ1: To what extent does MOOC text contain emotional expression as indicated by two human raters?

We found a consensus in the sample of MOOC text for 31 out of 40 sentences (77.5%), and as there were many zero cells in the confusion matrix (see Table 2), which causes problems with computing Kappa statistics for agreement (Yarnold, 2016), we used Bennett, Alpert and Goldstein’s (1954) S, which was 0.70 indicating substantial agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). We did not resolve disagreement...
ratings and rather evaluated Rater-1, Rater-2 and consensus ratings when exploring RQ2 because ultimately the end user of course material is an individual. The three evaluations provide insight into what might depict a general experience (using consensus ratings) and what might depict an individual experience (using Rater-1 and Rater-2). According to Table 2, the most frequently classified category was a neutral expression, and none of the ratings of the sentences produced a single outcome rated as mixed emotion.

Rater-1 identified 26 messages as neutral whereas Rater-2 identified 17. The nine items of disagreement appeared to indicate that Rater-1 found more sentences to be neutral as indicated in Table 2. Both raters found 35% of text samples (14 out of 40) to contain emotion.

In terms of RQ1, our results suggested that somewhere between 35% and 57% of MOOC text contained an emotional expression. By considering the agreement of two raters, 35% of MOOC text from our sample of three MOOCs contained an emotional expression. Our results suggest that about one out of every three sentences (35%) in a MOOC contained emotional text.

RQ2: To what extent does the emotional expression of synthetic voices in TTS align with emotion identified in the text by human raters?

We recorded audio clips generated by two screen readers (one male voice and one female voice) using all 40 MOOC sentences from our sample. The audio clips were analysed using Vokaturi, which was able to predict the emotional expression for 39 MOOC sentences. One sentence, when read by the screen reader, resulted in an audio clip with insufficient data for Vokaturi to make a prediction.

We compared the agreement of emotional expression for Voice-1 (male) and Voice-2 (female), which resulted in the agreement of emotional expression 27 out of 39 times (69% agreement). As there were many zero cells in the categories that cause problems with computing Kappa statistics (Yarnold, 2016) for agreement, we used Bennett et al.'s (1954) S, which was 0.59 indicating moderate agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). Voice-2 was almost always predicted to have a negative emotion, with 38 out of 39 recordings considered as negative (the remaining one audio file considered neutral). Voice-1 was predicted to be positive about 33% of the time (12 out of 39 times) and negative 66% of the time (27 out of 39 times) as indicated in Table 3.

Table 2: Confusion matrix for human raters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rater-1</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rater-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When considering text identified as negative, it is important to note that Voice-1 had low precision across Rater-1 (0.18), Rater-2 (0.26) and consensus (0.23). Similarly, Voice-2 had low precision across Rater-1 (0.19), Rater-2 (0.26) and consensus (0.24). In contrast, the recall was very high for Voice-1 compared with Rater-1 (1.00), Rater-2 (0.91) and consensus (1.00). Similarly, Voice-2 had a high recall compared with Rater-1 (0.71), Rater-2 (0.64).

For neutral expression Voice-1 as compared with Rater-2 and consensus had precision, recall and f-measure scores of 0.00, indicating it is never expressing neutral when either Rater-2 or the consensus of Rater-2 and Rater-1 considered the text neutral. In other words, there appeared to be a very low level of agreement between Rater-1 and Voice-1 on a neutral expression, as there was a precision of 1.00, recall of 0.04, and f-measure of 0.07. These statistics suggested that Voice-1, which was detected to be neutral once (see Table 3), was in agreement with Rater-2 that time. However, Voice-1 was more frequently not detected to be neutral when Rater-1 considered the text to be neutral, which occurs 26 times (see Table 2), resulting in the low recall of 0.04 (1/26) and f-measure of 0.07.

Voice-1 is never detected to be positive (see Table 3), which explains why the precision, recall and f-measures were all 0.00 when comparing the emotion detected in Voice-1 as compared with human raters identifying text as positive (Rater-1: 7 times; Rater-2: 12 times; and consensus: 7 times – see Table 2). Voice-2 performed at or above chance levels (0.33) for recall when comparing with human raters. The highest accuracy occurred when comparing with consensus rating with an f-measure of 0.50 as compared with the f-measure of 0.42 for both Rater-1 and Rater-2.

Table 3: Confusion matrix for synthetic voices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice-1</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Evaluation of Voice-2 emotional expression compared to human ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>All (macro average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 39</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 31</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Evaluation of Voice-1 emotional expression compared to human ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>All (macro average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and consensus (0.71). Considering the consistent patterns of low precision with high recall, we interpret this to mean that both Voice-1 and Voice-2 were likely overly negative, causing a high level of recall with a low level of precision. This was consistent with the frequency of Voice-1 detected as negative 38 out of 39 times and Voice-2 27 out of 39 times (see Table 3).

The low precision and high recall also described the overall statistics reported in the All (macro average) column of Tables 4 and 5. When considering Voice-2 as compared with consensus ratings, there was a precision of 0.23 and recall of 0.43 (above chance levels). The same was true for Voice-1 compared with consensus ratings, with a precision of 0.08 and recall of 0.33 (at chance levels). The key takeaway from these results is that the synthetic voices are both likely overly negative when considering their expression as compared to the emotional content of the text they are reading.

RQ3: To what extent can we configure synthetic voices to express emotion aligned with the emotional content in MOOC text?

For the 31 text samples from our selected MOOCs where we had a consensus for emotional rating, we used IBM Watson’s TTS to generate audio clips configured to express emotion in the audio clip aligned with the emotion identified in the text. We used the “express-as” feature of IBM Watson to express positive text as good news; negative text as an apology; and neutral text with no expression setting. This improved the results reported in RQ2 as illustrated in Table 6.

IBM Watson was configured to express the emotion aligned with the consensus rating on the emotion in the text. The findings indicated in Table 6 found that IBM Watson performed best when compared with Voice-1 and Voice-2 from TTS, as indicated with an f-measure of 0.31 for IBM Watson as compared to Voice-2’s f-measure of 0.29 and Voice-1’s f-measure of 0.12.

Given that we had three categories of positive, negative, and neutral, the statistic chance levels of accuracy (randomly guessing) would have a recall of 0.33. In terms of recall of Voice-1, the recall of 0.33 indicated performance at chance levels. Both Voice-2 with a recall of 0.43 and IBM Watson with a recall of 0.55 performed above chance levels. In terms of precision, IBM Watson’s score of 0.45 outperformed Voice-1 (0.08) and Voice-2 (0.23).

We can see by the f-measure scores calculated for each valence category (negative, neutral and positive) that IBM Watson did better than Voice-1 and Voice-2 at negative and neutral expression. Furthermore, IBM Watson did better than Voice-1 at positive expression, but Voice-2 performed best at positive expression. However, IBM Watson was considered to be the best overall at matching expression with the emotional content of text for all three categories of negative, neutral and positive when compared with Voice-1, and it performed better than Voice-2 at negative, and neutral expression. This makes sense given that we configured IBM Watson to express emotion based on human labels. Although IBM Watson performed better, it is still far from perfect, demonstrated by its overall recall of 0.55. Also, all of the voices appeared to do poorly at matching the emotional content of the text when the text was considered neutral. The key takeaway from these results is that synthetic voices in their current state performed poorly for neutral communication.

Discussion and Future Research

An increasing number of learners are using TTS technologies to learn from written and online materials, including the materials from MOOCs. Our research explored...
whether the use of such TTS technologies had a positive or negative impact on (un)expressed emotions in speech and text comparing a sample of 40 sentences from three commonly available MOOCs. When investigating the extent to which MOOC texts contained emotional expression, we found about one in three sentences (35%) had emotional expression. This pilot established that there was an emotional layer that was added by TTS technologies to the content of MOOC course material when text expression was used. As the emphasis of analysis for this study was on the measurement of emotion, these results established the (perhaps unexpected) presence of emotion in MOOCs. Of course, our study did not provide insights into the influences emotional expression may (or may not) have on learning when users use such TTS technologies. However, as highlighted in our literature review, multiple studies demonstrated that emotional expression influenced tasks, such as recognition and recall of words (Citron et al., 2014; Danion et al., 1995). Considering that 35% of the selected texts in our sample were emotional expression, future research should consider what influence emotional expression has on student performance in MOOCs.

When investigating if TTS voices had emotional expression that aligned with the emotion of MOOC text (as identified by two human raters), we found that there was a relatively poor alignment due to TTS being overly negative when reading the selected text. This disconnect may be an explanatory factor as to why the experience of listening to humans reading a text for some learning tasks is superior to hearing synthetic voices reading the same text (Strangman and Hall, 2003). Future research should also consider how the (mis)alignment of TTS emotional expression influences reading comprehension, in order to evaluate the extent to which this factor has the potential to influence learning. As highlighted by RQ3, with the attempts to configure a synthetic voice to align its emotional expression with the emotion detected in the text, we saw an improvement. However, the extent to which that improvement has the potential to influence learning is highly dependent on the extent to which (mis)alignment of TTS to course text influences learning.

As synthetic voices become more ubiquitous, educational researchers can and possibly should investigate the impact of emotional expression of TTS on learning. As technologies like Amazon’s Alexa expand their reach into our everyday lives (Chris, 2017), they may either be directly adopted by schools or merely be used by students. The emergence of using synthetic voices like those in assistive technology is an example of how improving accessibility can have the potential to benefit everyone (Hall et al. 2012; Meyer and Rose, 2002). However, if educational researchers do not investigate the implications of emotional expression in the course text and the (mis)alignment of synthetic voice expression for learning, then adoptions of these technologies will introduce an unknown effect on student learning. Although the results of this pilot study are limited by a small sample of course material, only two human raters, and only two synthetic voices, these results slightly reframe the problem by highlighting that current TTS technologies appear to express emotion. Future research should examine the effect that emotional expression in TTS has on learning.

One of the limitations in the current research includes, as shown while answering RQ3, work remains to create SSML technologies that deliver the intended emotional expression before we can perfectly align synthetic voices with emotion in text. There is also a limitation to the use of MOOCs in English. Further research needs to be done in an emerging global educational technology to provide multilingual support. Furthermore, we acknowledge that the sample is small, it cannot be considered representative of MOOCs, but—in the context of this pilot study—our results suggest that MOOCs might have an emotional expression in a comparable rate. As a pilot study, we found that there is enough emotional expression with the small sample size to warrant a more systematic investigation to identify the scope of emotional expression in MOOCs.

The technical barriers to delivering emotional content have been lowered with the adoption of Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) processing in TTS technologies. SSML is a markup language that allows authors to indicate the prosodic expression of the text: some TTS technologies are implemented to interpret SSML to vary the prosodic expression giving the authors of text more control over how the TTS reads the text emotionally.

While there is a potential impact that synthetic voices may have on all students in the future, there are students today that depend on assistive technologies. At The Open University (OU), nearly 16% of the population are self-identified as students with disabilities showing a gap in the pass rate for disability declared (Rienties et al. 2016). In this population, more than a thousand students are self-identified as students with disabilities showing a gap in the pass rate for disability declared (Rienties et al. 2016). In this population, more than a thousand students self-reported a disability related to sight. As educational researchers, we can focus on emerging trends in technology, learn from the overlap with populations who are early users of that technology due to their need for accessibility and so gain insights into how best to support students.
Future research will include further exploration of the audio predictions for the validity of students’ interviews after listening to OU context recordings. The objective is to understand if the variable emotional expression in online courses’ text and the variable emotional expression of synthetic voices are influencing learning outcomes. As human raters found emotional expression in course material, future research should explore how emotional expression in course material influences student participation. For example, does positive and encouraging language increase student participation? The relationship between emotional expression in course material and the potential influence on student participation should examine effects for students reading the text and those accessing course material through a screen reader.

Notes
4 CamStudio, https://camstudio.org/.
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